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Address Steca Elektronik GmbH 
Mammostraße 1 
87700 Memmingen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
As a leading supplier of products for the solar electronics industry, Steca sets the international standard for the regulation and control of solar energy
systems. In the three market segments PV grid connected, PV off grid and Solar thermal, the Steca brand is synonymous with innovation and vision. In
conception, development, production and marketing, the company is committed to the highest quality standards. Together with their range of
accessories, StecaGrid inverters represent an innovative family of inverter solutions for grid-connected solar power systems. Whether being used in a
small solar power system for a single-family house, or an elaborate combined solution for an industrial complex, Steca grid-feeding inverters all have
one thing in common: They offer the highest performance along with maximum flexibility and ease of use. Two billion people in rural areas still have no
access to an electricity grid. Steca has set itself the target of improving the quality of life of these people. To this end, Steca develops and
manufactures top-quality products which, thanks to their long lifetime, ensure extremely low costs. Today, modern and professional electricity supplies
are necessary in every part of the world. For these supplies, the focus is on high industrial demands, flexibility, environmental sustainability and
reliability.
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